
A ASAP
A.1 Alignment Verification
We verify the accuracy of annotations made by ASAP by
providing human annotators with a clip containing a con-
tiguous sequence of events, and asking them to provide the
timestamps in the video for when each event occurred. Ad-
ditionally, all scorecard information is masked in each pro-
vided clip.

Verification of different sports For cricket, we built an
AMT interface and asked annotators to provide both the
timestamps and events that occurred in a clip for over 1200
events to verify that both the ASAP alignment process and
video quality were sufficient, which we discuss more in Ap-
pendix B. For verifying and demonstrating the generality of
ASAP pipeline, we annotate three different sports, namely,
American football, football, and basketball, and verify it us-
ing a similar interface. Due to the limited mturk budget, we
used two of the in-house annotators for the verification of
these three sport’s annotations by providing the humans with
clips from 6 hours of match footage for each sport and had
them verify (by annotating) 240 events for each sport.

American Football Alignment Issues We note that the
reason why the verification accuracy for American football
in Figure 4 is lower than the other sports is because for most
standard plays, the timestamps provided are for when the
play started. However, when a team scores or is given a
penalty, the timestamp provided for the next play is either
the end of the play, or when it happened. We were only able
to have ASAP account for the touchdown instances, but not
the penalty instances, which is generally what was marked
incorrect during our verification process.

A.2 Annotation Event Details
Events for Different Sports In this section, we describe
the events that we considered for each sport.

• Cricket: Each legal delivery was considered a valid
event, where features such as the number of runs and the
occurrence of a wide/out ball were marked as well. See
Appendix B for further details.

• American Football: Each play was considered a valid
event, so we considered punts, field goals, complete

passes, incomplete passes, run-plays, sacks, penalties,

and spikes as distinct.
• Football/Soccer: There are no distinct, sequential plays

in football, so we based our events off of online commen-
tary. We mark shots off target, shots on target, shots on

woodwork, goals, fouls, substitutions, yellow cards, red

cards, corner kicks, free kicks, offsides, handballs, and
saved/blocked balls as distinct events to be annotated and
aligned.

• Basketball: Like football/soccer, there are no distinct
plays that happen, so we mark fouls, jumper shots,

layups, dunks, free throws, and regular shots as distinct
events that we annotate and align.

Granularity of Annotations Because the aligned anno-
tations for different sports rely on the timestamps provided
by the online commentary source, we observe that differ-
ent sports are annotated with varying levels of granularity.
Thus, when we verify the accuracy of an aligned annota-
tion, we account for these differing levels of granularity with
different margins for error. For example, in football, anno-
tations are provided at a minute-level, so if the human an-
notator marks the event as occurring anywhere outside that
range, we consider the annotation to be incorrect; however,
for sports like basketball, where annotation timestamps are
given by the second, we provide a margin of error of ±1
second to the timestamp marked by the human. Similar to
football, in cricket, an event lasts for 30-40 seconds, so if a
human annotator is able to mark the event as occurring any-
where inside that range, we consider the annotation to be
correct.

A.3 Raw Videos Source
All of the videos that we ran ASAP through were found on
YouTube channels. For cricket we used 131 videos, and for
all other three sports we annotated 3 videos each. The aver-
age video length of a cricket match is 7.5 hrs while for the
other sports it is 1.5 hrs. We also provide the links to all the
videos annotated with the supplementary document.

A.4 Qualitative Example
We provide a qualitative sample by attaching an annotation
along with a sports (cricket) video snippet. The annotation
is present as a .srt file and can be used as subtitle with the
clip present to see the alignment accuracy of our pipeline.

B LCric
B.1 Primer on Cricket
In this section we further extend our primer to Cricket
provided in Section 4.1 by describing the Batting/Bowling
phases, as well as the primary objective of the game.

Overview: Cricket is a ball-and-bat sport played by two
teams of eleven players each. Cricket is scored by ”runs”,
and at the end of the game, the team with the most scored
”runs” wins. The game is played in an inning-format, where
one team is batting, and the other team is fielding. We de-
scribe the two phases below.

Bowling Phase: When a team is in the bowling phase, all
11 players stay on the field. One of the players is designated
as the bowler, and their job is to deliver the ball to the batter
(hitter) on the batting team. If the ball is struck by the bats-
man, the remaining players, called fielders, try to prevent the
ball from reaching the boundary of the field and return the
ball back to the pitch area. A single over consists of six de-
liveries bowled by the same player, and each team delivers
a set number of overs depending on the tournament type in
their bowling phase.

Batting Phase: When is team is in the batting phase, only
two players on the team stay on the field at a time. The bats-
man’s job is to score runs and defend their wickets. A single



run is scored when the batsman hits the ball and runs from
one end of the pitch to another. Another way to score runs is
to hit the ball to the boundary of the field, which is called the
’boundary’, giving 4 or 6 runs to the batting team. In total,
each batting team has 10 wickets.

Objective: During an inning, the batting team wants to
score as many runs as possible, while the bowling team
wants to take as many wickets as possible to stop the batting
team from scoring. In most single-day matches, the bowling
team will bowl for 50 overs before the teams switch roles
for the second half of the game. At this point, the goal of
the new batting team is to outscore the previous team in runs
before 50 overs or before losing all of their wickets.

B.2 Training and Implementation Details
We use consistent training schemes for both TQN (Zhang,
Gupta, and Zisserman 2021a) and MeMViT (Wu et al.
2022a) to provide a fair comparison between the two base-
lines. Both models were trained for 50 epochs on 4 V100
GPUs with a batch size of 4. We used a base learning rate of
LR = 0.01 with the Adam optimizer and default hyperpa-
rameters.

Baseline Implementations For setting up TQN as a base-
line, we used the official code provided by the authors with
some minor modifications to the output heads for answering
LCric queries. For MeMViT, since there is no official imple-
mentation released at the time of writing, we implemented
our own version using the same implementation details as
the main paper. Our implementation is built on top of the
official implementation of MViT (Fan et al. 2021), which is
the base model used to create MeMViT.

B.3 LCric Queries
Query Set Generation Algorithm We describe our query
set generation process in Algorithm 1, where we use logi-
cal operators and a set of possible atomic events form form
different combinations of queries.

Binary Queries Statistics For our 10-over experiments,
we formed a balanced set of 32 queries by taking queries
from the set formed by Algorithm 1 and pruning them down
so that given a random 10-over clip sampled uniformly from
LCric, there would be a 0.5±0.05 probability that the query
would hold true on that clip. We list the set of all such
queries and their corresponding probabilities in Table ??.

Multi-choice Query Statistics We also generated a set
of multi-choice queries for our 10-over experiments. These
queries include a mix of common and less common event
chains that generally occur between 0-9 (inclusive) times
within any 10-over clip. The frequency of occurrence of
these clips within our train set is provided in Figure 6.

B.4 AMT Interface
We built an AMT interface for verifying ASAP’s alignment
of cricket annotations to videos, with the full instructions
and interface provided in Figure 7.

Algorithm 1: Query Set Generation
1 # The set of atomic events: [0,1,2,...,9,W,w]

2 Set of atomic events: Ae

3 # The number of queries for the query set

4 Size of the query set: nq

5 query set = []
6 for i in range(nq) do
7 # Step A: getting raw operators and combinators

choice

8 num joins⇠ [1,5]
9 # total length for operators set being sampled

10 for determining the query length

11 ops = random.choices([atleast(), atmost(),

inrange()], num joins) # sampling list of

operators

12 combine op = random.choices([and, or], 1) #

sampling the combination operator

13 # Step B: instantiating a query for query set

for ??

14 query = []

15 for op in ops do
16 # specify lower bound for atleast/inrange

ops

17 occ min⇠ [1,10]
18 # specify upper bound bound for

atmost/inrange ops

19 occ max⇠ [occ min,10]
20 # sample atomic events in query

21 atomic event⇠ [Ae]
22 # Using the above variables for defining an

occurrence pattern for atomic event

23 instanced op = op(occ min, occ max, atomic event)
query.append(instanced op)

24 final query = join op(query)

25 query set.append(final query)



Instruction Details Each annotator is given a set of in-
structions to read prior to beginning the main annotation
task, called a HIT (Human Intelligence Task). For each task,
the annotator is given a video clip from a sports match. The
task is to classify each legal delivery/ball that occurred in the
video, as well as the timestamp at which the annotator was
able to gather enough information to answer this question.
Additionally, we provide a set of examples for what each
event looks like to the annotators, as well as a fully anno-
tated example and video, as shown in Figure 8, 9.

Task Interface Details Each HIT contains a 1-over video
and 6 rows, each corresponding to a legal delivery that oc-
curred in the video. Each row consists of a dropdown for
inputting the number of runs scored in that delivery, a check-
box for indicating an out ball occurred, a checkbox for indi-
cating a wide ball occurred, and a field for writing the times-
tamp at which this information can be found. Figure 7 shows
what the annotators initially see, as well as an example of
how to fill it out.

LCric Annotation Verification A total of 205 overs with
1230 events spanning ⇠1000 minutes were labeled by hu-
man annotators and compared to ground truth annotations
from ESPNCricinfo. For each ball, we consider an event
annotation to be correct if it was classified completely cor-
rectly. The timestamp annotation is marked as correct if it
occurred anytime within the timestamp range specified by
the ground truth ±1 seconds.

LCric Annotation Statistics We found that in total,
1185/1230(96.34%) of balls were classified correctly, while
1213/1230(98.62%) of ball timestamps were marked cor-
rectly. Additionally, assuming human annotators can aggre-
gate and reason easily with logic, we aggregate their anno-
tations to answer queries in our test set, which provides our
human baseline. We find that the human annotations achieve
an accuracy of 5541/5740(96.53%) on the test query set –
exceeding the TQN and MemViT baselines by a large mar-
gin.

Figure 6: Ground truth output frequencies to queries used in
multi-choice queries in the train set of LCric.



Queries GT probability
atmost 7 1’s 0.451
atleast 4 4’s 0.523
atleast 5 1’s AND atleast 3 4’s 0.528
atleast 2 2’s AND atleast 3 4’s 0.452
atleast 4 4’s AND atmost 5 o’s 0.452
atleast 4 4’s AND atmost 3 5’s 0.456
atleast 4 2’s OR atmost 2 4’s 0.539
atleast 4 3’s OR atmost 3 4’s 0.544
atleast 5 2’s OR atleast 4 4’s 0.526
atleast 3 2’s OR atleast 2 w’s 0.485
atmost 3 4’s AND atmost 2 6’s 0.529
atmost 3 4’s AND atmost 3 7’s 0.544
atmost 2 0’s OR atmost 3 4’s 0.544
2 inrange [1, 6] AND 4 inrange [1, 4] 0.539
4 inrange [1, 6] AND o inrange [1, 4] 0.555
1 inrange [2, 7] OR 2 inrange [4, 5] 0.506
1 inrange [1, 2] OR 2 inrange [2, 3] 0.458
atleast 2 1’s AND atleast 2 2’s AND atleast 2 4’s 0.542
atleast 4 4’s OR atleast 4 o’s OR atleast 4 w’s 0.493
atleast 5 2’s OR atleast 4 4’s OR atleast 3 6’s 0.535
atmost 4 3’s AND atmost 3 4’s AND atmost 2 5’s 0.544
atmost 4 2’s AND atleast 3 4’s AND atmost 4 w’s 0.546
atmost 5 1’s OR atleast 5 3’s OR atmost 2 4’s 0.504
atmost 3 0’s OR atleast 5 3’s OR atmost 3 4’s 0.544
atmost 3 0’s OR atmost 4 1’s OR atmost 2 4’s 0.472
atmost 2 0’s OR atmost 5 1’s OR atmost 2 4’s 0.504
1 inrange [2, 6] OR 2 inrange [3, 4] OR 3 inrange [6, 7] 0.528
atleast 4 0’s AND atleast 3 1’s AND atleast 2 2’s AND
atleast 2 4’s

0.52

atleast 4 4’s OR atleast 2 5’s OR atleast 2 6’s OR atleast
4 o’s

0.518

atmost 3 2’s AND atmost 4 4’s AND atmost 3 6’s AND
atmost 5 w’s

0.539

6 inrange [1, 7] OR 8 inrange [2, 4] OR o inrange [2, 3]
OR w inrange [6, 7]

0.494

1 inrange [1, 6] OR 5 inrange [1, 2] OR o inrange [3, 6]
OR w inrange [4, 6]

0.511

Table 4: The binary choice query set used for 10 over experiments
and their associated ground truth (GT) probability of occurrence in
the LCric train set.



 Strongly recommended to know the game of Cricket/aware of the rules. 

 Description 

 Help us annotate cricket matches by filling in the events happening per ball in a clip. 

 Instructions 

 For each cricket match video, there will be up to 6 deliveries that you will need to label. For each delivery, you will need to report: 

 1.  the  number of runs scored  in the delivery 
 2.  whether or not there  was a wide ball or out ball (or neither)  in that delivery 
 3.  when in seconds  did the batsman play the delivery? 

 Apart from this, at the very end there is also last question prompt inquiring whether the clip given is sufficient for answering the given set of questions. 
 Please answer it Yes/No accordingly. 

 Note: If a ball is wide, the ball subsequent to it will also be considered as a part of the same delivery. Also, please do not consider the wide towards the 
 run tally. For instance, if during the second delivery, a bowler bowls a wide ball, then the batter gets 2 runs on the next ball, check “Wide?” and select “2” 
 for the number of runs. 

 Please find the  timestamp info  for filling out the timestamp related question just above the clip in  red  color. 

 We request you to watch the full video carefully on a laptop or a computer to precisely answer the questions. The video player has a playback speed 
 option which can be used to alter the playback speed up to 2x. 

 Please find the detailed instructions below where we cover the process with an example. 

 We provide an example video with a set of fully labeled annotations. We also walk through how we got each of the annotations labels. 

 We provide a fully annotated set of labels below for the video above. 

 Within a document, navigate to File > Page setup to switch between pages (the default format) and pageless (the new format). Changes to this setting are 
 document-specific: everyone who interacts with your document will see it, but changing the setting for one document won’t impact other documents you 
 own. 

 For annotating the above match the thinking used is as follows: 

 1.  In the  first  delivery, the batsman hits the ball and begins running, resulting in two runs,  so we mark down 2 in the dropdown "Runs?".  We note 
 that no out-balls or wide-balls occurred, so we  do not check either box labelled "Wide?" or "Out?".  We then pause the video at the point when 
 the batsman hit the ball and started running and read the  red timer on the top left of the video  that shows the current time we are paused on, and 
 mark that time down in seconds [63.7]  in the right-most blank (  do a rough estimate of the time the batsman hit the ball to the best of your ability  ). 

 2.  In the  second  delivery, the batsman hits the ball and scores a single run,  so we mark down 1 in the dropdown "Runs?".  We note that no out-balls 
 or wide-balls occurred, and  write down the time [99.0]  that the batsman hit the ball. 

 3.  *In the  third  delivery, the batsman is first thrown a wide ball. So we check off the  wide-ball  label. Since the batsman was thrown a wide ball, we 
 count the subsequent ball as part of the same delivery. In the next ball, the batsman scores 0 runs,  so we mark down 0 in the dropdown 
 "Runs?".  We then  mark the time that the batsman hit the ball [171.7]  (you can mark either when the batsman was thrown the wide ball, or when 
 the batsman hit/missed the subsequent ball). 

 4.  In the  fourth  delivery, the batsman misses and scores no runs,  so we mark down 0 in the dropdown "Runs?".  We then  mark the time that the 
 batsman swung at the ball [206.0]. 

 5.  In the  fifth  delivery, the batsman hits the ball and scores a single run,  so we mark down 1 in the dropdown "Runs?".  We note that no out-balls or 
 wide-balls occurred, and  write down the time [247.8]  that the batsman hit the ball. 

 6.  In the  sixth  delivery, the batsman hits the ball and scores no runs,  so we mark down 0 in the dropdown "Runs?".  We note that no out-balls or 
 wide-balls occurred, and  write down the time [283.0]  that the batsman hit the ball. 

 Finally, we scroll down and answer the last question. Because we were able to answer all of the given questions using the video, we answer "Yes". 

Figure 7: AMT instructions page given to annotators prior to starting the task.



 Examples of various different kinds of balls 

 Below we provide some example snippets of various different kinds of balls that can be seen in the video snippets for our task. 

 1.  Dot ball (where run scored is 0): 

 As can be seen from the clip, the runs scored in the ball is 0. By definition, this can happen either if the batsman does not hit the ball or if he/she 
 hits the ball but is not able to run from one end of the pitch to another. 

 2.  1 Run Scored: 

 As can be seen from the clip, the runs scored in the ball is 1. By definition, if a batsman is able to hit the ball and run from one end of the pitch to 
 another, their team is awarded one run. Similarly, a player can score other possibilities of runs such as 2,3, etc. 

 3.  4 Run (boundary) Scored: 

 As can be seen from the clip, the runs scored in the ball is 4. By definition, it happens if the batsman hits the ball and the ball hits the ground before 
 reaching the stadium boundary. 
 ̀ 

 4.  6 Run (boundary) Scored: 

Figure 8: Instructions page for AMT interface for Cricket. Each of the 12 events is described in gif format.



 As can be seen from the clip, the runs scored in the ball is 6. By definition, it happens if the batsman hits the ball and the ball reaches the stadium 
 boundary without hitting the ground. 

 5.  Out ball 

 As can be seen from the clip, the ball leads to the player getting out. By definition, an out can happen on multiple accounts. 
 ○  Leg Before Wicket: If a ball delivery hits any part of the body and is adjusted to have been hitting the stumps. 
 ○  Run Out: A batsman is deemed run out if a member of the fielding team puts down the wicket while the batsman is out of their 

 crease/ground. 
 ○  Bowled Out: A batsman is considered bowled out if a delivery strikes their wicket and puts it down. 
 ○  Caught: If a ball is hit by the batsman is caught by the opposing team before it hits the ground, it is considered an out ball as well. 

 For this task of annotation, we request you to consider the ball where an Out occurs as one where runs scored is also 0. 

 6.  Wide ball 

 As can be seen from the clip, the ball is a wide one. By definition, a ball is considered wide if it is bowled too wide to be played by a batsman. Also, 
 a wide ball leads to another ball being played on the same ball number and 1 run also being awarded. 

Figure 9: Instructions page for AMT interface for Cricket. Each of the 12 events is described in gif format.
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